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Excalibur Solutions—
Using the SDRAM

Controller
Introduction In modern embedded systems, synchronous dynamic RAM (SDRAM) 
provides an inexpensive way of incorporating large amounts of memory 
into a design. There are two functional types of SDRAM, single data rate 
(SDR), and double data rate (DDR). DDR SDRAM is a newer technology 
that is capable of much higher data throughput than SDR SDRAM.

Interfacing to SDRAM devices can be complicated. The appropriate 
protocol must be strictly followed; and because SDRAM is dynamic 
memory, it must also be externally refreshed periodically. An SDRAM 
controller is typically used to handle these operations.

Both SDR SDRAM and DDR SDRAM are available either as discrete 
devices that can be directly soldered to a PCB; or as pre-built, plug-in 
modules containing many SDRAM devices that are connected together to 
provide greater capacity (such as the dual in-line memory module 
(DIMM)).

Excalibur devices incorporate an embedded SDRAM controller to give 
users access to large amounts of SDRAM. The SDRAM controller handles 
all the interface and protocol requirements transparently to the system, for 
either SDR or DDR SDRAM. When the controller has been configured, 
any bus master in the system, including the ARM922T™ microprocessor in 
the processor subsystem, can access SDRAM by issuing reads and writes 
to the address space in which the SDRAM controller has been mapped.

This application note explains the functionality of the embedded SDRAM 
controller in SDR and DDR mode and methods for initializing it. It also 
provides board layout guidelines for both modes of operation.
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SDRAM 
Controller 
Description

This section describes the elements involved in the operation of the 
SDRAM controller.

Operation

At a basic level, the SDRAM controller translates bus transactions into 
SDRAM transactions. On the system side, an AMBA™ high-performance 
bus (AHB) slave interface allows the AHB to initiate transactions to the 
controller. On the SDRAM side, the controller has an SDRAM master 
interface, allowing it to initiate transactions to SDRAM devices.

AHB Interface

The SDRAM controller allows communication with the system via the 
two AHBs embedded in Excalibur devices. Both AHB1 and AHB2 access 
the SDRAM controller through a first-come, first-served arbiter. 
Following a transaction request from one of the AHB buses, the SDRAM 
controller processes the transaction and performs the requested read or 
write to SDRAM while the bus waits. When the transaction is complete, 
the bus is released.

SDRAM Interface

The external interface to SDRAM consists of data, address, and control 
lines. Table 1 describes the function of each SDRAM interface pin in both 
SDR and DDR mode.

Table 1. Description of SDRAM Pins (Part 1 of 2)

Pin Name SDR Mode DDR Mode

Direction Description Direction Description

SD_CLK Output Clock signal to SDRAM devices Output Positive leg of differential clock 
signal to SDRAM

SD_CLK_N Output Strobe used to capture read 
data. Must be connected to 
SD_DQS[0] externally

Output Negative leg of differential clock 
signal to SDRAM

SD_CLKE Output Clock enable signal for SDRAM 
devices

Output Clock-enable signal for SDRAM 
devices

SD_WE_N Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices

Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices

SD_CAS_N Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices

Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices
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SDRAM devices are organized into banks, rows, and columns. The total 
bit count of a device is calculated as (banks × rows × columns × data 
width). Typically, an SDRAM has four banks, and therefore two 
bank-select lines. The SDRAM controller in an Excalibur device requires 
there to be two bank-select lines on any SDRAM devices it connects to.

SD_RAS_N Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices

Output Control signal. Used to define the 
command being sent to SDRAM 
devices

SD_CS_N[1..0] Output Chip-selects for SDRAM 
devices. Each chip select 
corresponds to a specific region 
mapped in memory

Output Chip-selects for SDRAM 
devices. Each chip select 
corresponds to a specific region 
mapped in memory

SD_A[14..13] Output Bank-select signals for SDRAM 
devices

Output Bank-select signals for SDRAM 
devices

SD_A[12..11] Output SDRAM address lines Output SDRAM address lines

SD_A[10] Output SDRAM address line. Also used 
as the auto-precharge command 
bit

Output SDRAM address line. Also used 
as the auto-precharge command 
bit

SD_A[9..0] Output SDRAM address lines Output SDRAM address lines

SD_DQM[3..0] Output Data byte-mask signals. Enables 
byte and half-word accesses to 
SDRAM

Output Data byte-mask signals. Enables 
byte and half-word accesses to 
SDRAM

SD_DQ[31..0] Bidirect-
ional

Data lines Bidirect-
ional

Data lines

SD_DQS[0] Input Read data strobe. Must be 
connected to SD_CLK_N 
externally

Bidirect-
ional

Data strobe. Driven by controller 
for writes, driven by SDRAM for 
reads

SD_DQS[3..1] Unused Connect to VCC Bidirect-
ional

Data strobes. Driven by 
controller for writes, driven by 
SDRAM for reads

SD_DDR_VS[2..0] Unused Connect to VCC Bidirect-
ional

VREF reference voltage for 
SSTL2 I/O standard. Connect to 
1.25 V

Table 1. Description of SDRAM Pins (Part 2 of 2)

Pin Name SDR Mode DDR Mode

Direction Description Direction Description
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Each bank contains a number of rows and columns, depending on the 
device. The rows and columns form a grid for which each intersection 
represents a data address. SDRAM devices operate on specific commands 
sent to it over the control lines CE, WE, RAS, and CAS, so to access a piece 
of data in a bank, a row in the bank must first be opened, using the 
SDRAM ACTIVE command. When the bank-row combination has been 
opened, any data (column) in that bank/row can be accessed. 

To access a different row in the same bank, the current row must first be 
closed (precharged) before the new row can be opened. However, a row 
in a different bank can be opened while the current bank is still being 
accessed, offering potential overhead savings if the addressing scheme is 
chosen carefully.

Address-Bit Mapping

The addressing scheme used by the SDRAM controller takes advantage of 
the low-overhead bank-to-bank capabilities of SDRAM devices. Under 
this scheme, sequential addresses presented on the system bus actually 
traverse columns, banks, then rows in the SDRAM. Assuming that the 
addresses being accessed are sequential, this method assures that the row-
access time penalty is encountered only after accessing every column in 
every bank of a given row. Table 2 shows the address-bit mapping of the 
SDRAM controller for two common row-column combinations. Starting 
with the low order address bits, the address is mapped first to the column 
address, then the bank address, and finally the row address.

Table 2. System Address to SDRAM Address Bit Mapping

Column/ 
Row 

Address 
Bits

SDRAM Address Line (SD_A[14..0])

14/BS1 13/BS0 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

8 Col /
11 Row

11 10 X X 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12

11 10 X X PA X X 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

10 Col /
12 Row

13 12 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14

13 12 X X PA 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
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Chip-Select Lines

The SDRAM controller uses two chip-select lines, each of which 
corresponds to an individually-addressable block of SDRAM. The chip-
select lines can be independently mapped anywhere in memory space 
using the memory map registers in the processor subsystem. A chip-select 
line is activated when a transaction is initiated to an address range where 
the SDRAM block associated with that chip-select line has been mapped.

1 Double-sided SDRAM DIMM modules utilize four chip-select 
lines. However, the SDRAM controller in Excalibur devices only 
supports two chip-select lines and can only access one side of a 
double-sided DIMM module. When using Excalibur devices 
with DIMM modules, be sure to choose only single-sided DIMM 
modules.

Bursts

When the system bus requests an SDRAM transaction, the SDRAM 
controller translates the request into a burst transaction on the SDRAM 
bus. Read operations always occur as 8-beat bursts, even if the system bus 
only requests one word, in either SDR or DDR mode. Bursts always occur 
“critical-word first”, meaning that the first word requested by the system 
bus is always the first word read in the resulting SDRAM burst. Any data 
read in an SDRAM burst that was not part of the original system bus read 
request is discarded. 

SDR write operations always begin as 8-beat bursts, but can be terminated 
early. For instance, if the system bus requests a single-word write, the 
SDRAM controller initiates an 8-word write burst, critical-word first, to 
SDRAM, then terminates the burst after the first word is written. 

DDR write operations work slightly differently. As with SDR, writes 
always begin as 8-word bursts. However, with DDR, the burst is always 
completed. To prevent unwanted data from being written to the SDRAM, 
the DQM lines are used to mask the data during the unwanted write 
cycles of the burst.

The burst-oriented operation of the SDRAM controller means that the 
efficiency of SDRAM accesses can be increased considerably by using 
bursts on the system bus. For example, using load-multiple and store-
multiple instructions to areas of SDRAM accelerates memory access, 
because there are fewer wasted bursts to SDRAM.
Altera Corporation 5
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Latency

Access latency to the SDRAM depends on several factors including bus 
speed, SDRAM speed, and burst type. For detailed information on 
SDRAM, as well as overall, system performance and latency, refer to 
Application Note 192: Embedded Stripe Performance Designs.

SDR Mode This section describes the characteristics of SDR mode in greater detail.

Connections

The following elements are significant in relation to the connection 
between the SDRAM controller and SDR SDRAM:

� Bus depth and width
� Data capture
� Bank selection
� Unused pins
� 16- and 32-bit mode

Bus Depth & Width

Connections between the SDRAM controller and SDRAM devices differ 
depending on the configuration type of the SDRAM devices used. 
Narrower memory devices can be stacked to create wider memories. Also, 
memory modules that are wider than the SDRAM controller’s data bus, 
such as 64 bit-wide DIMM modules, can be supported by careful 
connection of the control signals. Figures 1 to 4 starting on page 7 show 
several typical examples of connecting SDR SDRAM devices to the 
SDRAM controller.
6 Altera Corporation
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Figure 1. SDRAM Controller Connecting to Two 16-Bit SDR SDRAM Devices
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Figure 2. SDRAM Controller Connecting to a 32-Bit SDR SDRAM Device

Figure 3. SDRAM Controller Connecting to a Single16-Bit SDR SDRAM Device
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Figure 4. SDRAM Controller Connecting to 64-Bit SDR SDRAM DIMM
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Bank Selection

The SDRAM address pins SD_A[14..13] are always used by the 
SDRAM controller as the bank-select pins BS[1..0]. The bank-select 
pins of the SDRAM devices used should always be connected to 
SD_A[14..13], but the order of the two connections is not significant 
because all banks are identical. 

Unused Pins

In SDR mode, six pins on the SDRAM controller are not used. 
SD_DQS[3..1] and SD_DDR_VS[2..0] are only used in DDR mode 
and should be tied to VCC when in SDR mode.

16-Bit Mode

In addition to 32-bit mode, EPXA4 and EPXA1 devices also support 16-bit 
SDRAM mode, which is software-enabled using the processor subsystem 
register SDRAM_WIDTH. In 16-bit mode, SD_DQ[31..16] and 
SD_DQM[3..2] are unused. These pins are held in a weak pull-up state; 
they can be left unconnected, or pulled to either VCC or GND.

The SDRAM controller’s 16-bit mode is transparent to the system bus. 
32-bit accesses can still be made: the SDRAM controller translates the 
32-bit access into two 16-bit transactions.

1 EPXA10 devices do not support 16-bit SDRAM mode.

SDR SDRAM Interface Timing

Figures 5 to  9 starting on page 11 show the signal timing of the different 
types of accesses that the SDRAM controller uses to communicate with 
SDR SDRAM devices.
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Figure 5. SDR SDRAM Burst Read Waveform

Figure 6. SDR SDRAM Burst Write Waveform
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Figure 7. SDR SDRAM Terminated Burst Write Waveform

Figure 8. SDR SDRAM Read Timing Diagram
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Figure 9. SDR SDRAM Write Timing Diagram
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f Refer to the Excalibur Devices Hardware Reference Manual and AN 177: 
Using the Excalibur Stripe PLLs for information on configuring the PLLs in 
the processor subsystem.

When PLL2 has been locked, the controller and the SDRAM can be 
initialized. They must be initialized separately, and the controller must be 
initialized first. The parameters needed to initialize the SDRAM controller 
can be found in the datasheet of the SDRAM device being used.

1 The SDRAM datasheet lists the timing parameters in absolute 
nanoseconds, but the SDRAM controller requires that the 
parameters be specified in number of SDRAM clock cycles. To 
make the conversion, divide the nanosecond value of the 
parameter by the SDRAM clock period, then round the result up 
to the nearest integer.

Follow the steps below to configure the SDRAM controller:

1. Load register MMAP_SDRAM0 and/or MMAP_SDRAM1 to map the 
SDRAM controller in memory space.

2. Load register IOCR_SDRAM to enable the SDRAM pins of the device 
and to set them in LVTTL mode.

3. Ensure that PLL2 has been locked for 100µs. A software loop can be 
used to make sure this requirement is met.

4. Load register SDRAM_TIMING1 to set the RDC, RAS, RRD, RP, and WR 
parameters.

5. Load register SDRAM_TIMING2 to set the RC, CL, BL, and RFC 
parameters.

6. Load register SDRAM_CONFIG to set the memory type parameter, MT, 
to SDR.

7. Load register SDRAM_REFRESH to set the refresh period parameter 
RFSH.

8. Load register SDRAM_ADDR to set the number of row and column 
address bits. 

9. Load register SDRAM_MODE0 to set the mode register value that will 
be written to the SDRAM device during its initialization.

f Refer to the datasheet of the SDRAM device being used for a catalog 
of the control bits in the mode control register.
14 Altera Corporation
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1 Ensure that the CL (CAS latency) parameter specified in the 
mode control register is the same as the value set in 
SDRAM_TIMING2.

After the SDRAM controller is initialized, the SDRAM itself must be 
initialized. SDRAM devices are initialized by sending a sequence of 
commands to the SDRAM. The initialization process prepares the 
SDRAM for reading and writing. Not all SDRAM devices require the 
same initialization sequence, so refer to the datasheet of the particular 
SDRAM used to determine the correct sequence.

The following steps document the initialization sequence for a typical 
Micron SDR SDRAM device. Steps 1 to 5 must be completed within one 
SDRAM refresh period.

1 If you are using an EPXA10 device, insert a 50 SD_CLK period 
delay after each SDRAM command so that the command can 
complete. EPXA4 and EPXA1 devices insert this delay 
automatically.

1. Enable the controller by setting the SDRAM enable bit, EN, of 
SDRAM_INIT.

2. Issue a pre-charge all command by setting the perform pre-charge 
bit, PR, of SDRAM_INIT.

1 Be sure to continue writing a logic 1 to the EN bit whenever 
you write to the SDRAM_INIT register, or you disable the 
SDRAM controller.

3. Issue a refresh command by setting the perform refresh bit, RF, of 
SDRAM_INIT.

4. Issue a second refresh command, again by setting the perform 
refresh bit, RF, of SDRAM_INIT.

5. Issue a load mode register command by setting the load mode 
register bit, LM, of SDRAM_INIT. The SDRAM’s mode register is 
loaded with the value that has been programmed into 
SDRAM_MODE0.

See Appendix A for example assembly code that initializes the SDRAM 
controller and SDRAM in SDR mode.
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MegaWizard Initialization

The second method of initialization is to use the Quartus® II MegaWizard® 
Plug-In Manager tool to configure the SDRAM controller. The 
MegaWizard Plug-In Manager is a graphical interface that allows the 
intuitive entry of parameters for megafunctions such as the processor 
subsystem. When the Excalibur MegaWizard Plug-In has the information 
about how the SDRAM controller needs to function, compiling the project 
produces a programming file that performs the SDRAM initialization 
routines automatically. Figure 10 shows the SDRAM configuration screen 
in the wizard.

Figure 10. MegaWizard SDRAM Configuration Screen
16 Altera Corporation
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MegaWizard Initialization—Boot-From-Flash Mode

If you elect to boot from flash memory, and use the Quartus II 
MegaWizard Plug-In to do so, the method for configuring the SDRAM 
controller is very streamlined and straightforward. Using the wizard, you 
enter the desired SDRAM frequency for PLL2 in the clocks section, and 
the parameters for the required SDRAM into the SDRAM configuration 
section. <project_name>_flash.hex is produced when you compile the 
project, containing the Quartus II bootloader followed by a branch to any 
user software code you have written. The bootloader configures the FPGA 
and the processor subsystem, including the SDRAM controller, with the 
parameters that you specified in the wizard.

You can still use the Quartus II bootloader even if you do not use the 
wizard in the software flow. The utility makeprogfile.exe, which is 
included with the Quartus II software, can be used to combine a project’s 
software image, hardware image, and processor subsystem configuration. 
In boot-from-flash mode, the resultant hex file works identically to the 
Quartus <project_name>_flash.hex file above. The bootloader is inserted 
before the user software to configure the system.

MegaWizard Initialization—Boot-From-External Mode

Boot-from-external mode can also be used with the MegaWizard Plug-In; 
however, there are limitations with regard to SDRAM initialization. In 
boot-from-external mode, configuration data is downloaded either 
serially or via JTAG to the configuration master. The configuration master 
interprets this data and uses it to configure the processor subsystem, load 
software code to the appropriate location in memory, and to configure the 
FPGA. 

The limitation in this mode is that the initialization sequence for the 
SDRAM device must occur within one refresh cycle. To meet this 
requirement, software is used to initialize the SDRAM, because the serial 
communication used in boot-from-external mode is not fast enough. 
SDRAM initialization must be prevented until the rest of the device is 
configured serially or via JTAG, then you must initialize the SDRAM 
controller with software.
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If SDRAM is to be used in a system that utilizes boot-from- external 
configuration, follow the steps below to ensure that the SDRAM is 
initialized correctly:

1. In the first screen of the wizard, do not enable the SDRAM pins. 
Leave the SDRAM box unchecked.

2. The SDRAM options in the clocks sections and memory map section 
of the wizard are greyed out, because it was disabled on the first 
page.

3. Compile the hardware portion of the project.

4. In the user software code, before attempting to access SDRAM, 
initialize the SDRAM controller by performing the steps outlined in 
“Manual Initialization” on page 13. Refer to Appendix A for sample 
assembly code that manually initializes the SDRAM controller.

The processor, or any other master on the system bus can now access 
SDRAM. Accesses occur as simple read and write commands on the 
system bus.

DDR Mode This section describes the characteristics of DDR mode in greater detail.

Connections

The following elements are significant in relation to the connection 
between the SDRAM controller and DDR SDRAM:

� Bus depth and width
� Data capture
� Bank selection
� Compatibility
� 16- and 32-bit mode
� DDR I/O signals
� Power considerations

Bus Depth & Width

Connections between the SDRAM controller and SDRAM devices differ 
depending on the configuration type of the SDRAM devices used. 
Narrower memory devices can be stacked to create wider memories. It is 
common to use two 16-bit memories to create a virtual 32-bit memory. 

Figure 11 on page 19 shows two 16-bit DDR SDRAM devices connected to 
the SDRAM controller.
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Figure 11. SDRAM Controller Connecting to Two 16-Bit DDR SDRAM Devices
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Compatibility

The SDRAM controller might not be compatible with 32-bit DDR SDRAM 
devices that use A8 as the auto-precharge bit during command sequences. 
The SDRAM controller uses A10 for the auto-precharge bit, so be sure to 
use DDR SDRAMs that are compatible.

1 Most 8- and 16-bit DDR SDRAM devices use A10 as the 
auto-precharge bit.

The SDRAM controller utilizes four DQS lines, one for each byte of data 
on the 32-bit data path. Many 32-bit SDRAM devices use only one DQS 
line for all 32-bits. Be sure to use only DDR SDRAM devices that use one 
DQS line for each byte.

1 Most 8- and 16-bit DDR SDRAM devices use one DQS line for 
each byte of data on the 32-bit data path.

16-Bit Mode

In addition to 32-bit mode, EPXA4 and EPXA1 devices also support a 
16-bit SDRAM mode, which is software-enabled using the processor 
subsystem register SDRAM_WIDTH. In 16-bit mode, SD_DQ[31..16], 
SD_DQM[3..2], and SD_DQS[3..2] are unused. The pins are held in a 
weak pull-up state; they can be left unconnected, or pulled to either VCC 
or GND.

The SDRAM controller’s 16-bit mode is transparent to the system bus. Full 
32-bit accesses can still be made: the SDRAM controller translates the 
32-bit accesses into two 16-bit transactions.

1 EPXA10 devices do not support 16-bit SDRAM mode.

DDR I/O Signals

DDR SDRAM interfaces use the SSTL2 Class II I/O standard. SSTL2 is a 
2.5-V referenced standard that enables higher-speed data transfers than 
conventional LVTTL. SSTL2 Class II dictates a specific scheme of line 
termination that must be followed; refer to the “Layout Guidelines for 
Using DDR SDRAM” on page 29 for details on how to terminate SSTL2 
signals.

Power Considerations

When using DDR SDRAM, ensure that the PCB power and ground planes 
for the SDRAM controller and SDRAM devices are as large as possible, 
with a wide path to the power source of the board. 
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SSTL2 Class II signals are terminated to 1.25 V, a voltage designated as 
VTT. In DDR SDRAM, the termination voltage VTT is frequently and 
mistakenly treated as a reference voltage and not a power source, but 
because VTT provides source and sink current to all of the SDRAM 
signals, it must be treated as a true power source.

DDR SDRAM Interface Timing

Figures 12 to 15 show the signal timing of the different types of accesses 
that the SDRAM controller uses to communicate with DDR SDRAM 
devices.

Figure 12. DDR SDRAM Burst Read Waveform

Figure 13. DDR SDRAM Burst Write Waveform
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Figure 14. DDR SDRAM Read Timing Diagram

Figure 15. DDR SDRAM Write Timing Diagram
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Initializing DDR SDRAM under Software Control

To use the EPXA SDRAM controller in DDR mode, both it and the 
attached SDRAM need to be initialized. There are three ways of 
initializing the SDRAM controller and DDR SDRAM in DDR mode:

� Manual Initialization
� MegaWizard Initialization—Boot-From-Flash Mode
� Megawizard Initialization—Boot-From-External Mode

Manual Initialization

To initialize the SDRAM controller and connected DDR SDRAM 
manually, you use embedded software running on the ARM922T 
processor.

1 This method assumes that the SDRAM controller has not yet 
been configured. 

PLL2 in the processor subsystem of an Excalibur device provides the clock 
for the SDRAM controller. Before the SDRAM controller can be initialized, 
PLL2 must be configured and started. In DDR mode, PLL2 must be 
configured for an output frequency equal to half the desired DDR 
operating frequency. For 266-MHz DDR operation, PLL2 must be 
configured for a desired frequency of 133 MHz.

f Refer to the Excalibur Devices Hardware Reference Manual and AN 177: 
Using the Excalibur Stripe PLLs for information on configuring the PLLs in 
the processor subsystem.

When PLL2 has been locked, the controller and the SDRAM can be 
initialized, but they must be initialized in two separate steps. The 
controller is initialized first.

Follow the steps below to configure the SDRAM controller:

1. Load register MMAP_SDRAM0 and/or MMAP_SDRAM1 to map the 
SDRAM controller in memory space.

2. Load register IOCR_SDRAM to enable the SDRAM pins of the device 
and to set them in SSTL2 mode.

3. Wait 200 µs to allow the clocks to settle. A software loop can be used 
to make sure this requirement is met.

4. Load register SDRAM_TIMING1to set the RDC, RAS, RRD, RP, and WR 
parameters.
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5. Load register SDRAM_TIMING2 to set the RC, CL, BL, and RFC 
parameters.

6. Load register SDRAM_CONFIG to set the memory type parameter MT 
to DDR.

7. Load register SDRAM_REFRESH to set the refresh period parameter 
RFSH.

8. Load register SDRAM_ADDR to set the number of row and column 
address bits.

9. Load register SDRAM_MODE0 to set the mode register value that will 
be written to the SDRAM device during its initialization.

1 Bit 8 of SDRAM_MODE0 must be set in order to reset the DLL.

10. Load register SDRAM_MODE1 to set the extended mode register value 
that will be written to the SDRAM device during its initialization.

f Refer to the datasheet of the SDRAM device being used for a catalog 
of the control bits in the mode control register.

1 Ensure that the CL parameter specified in the mode control 
register is the same as the value set in SDRAM_TIMING2.

11. Load register SDRAM_WIDTH to set the desired width of the SDRAM 
interface.

12. Delay for a further 100 µs. A software loop can be used to ensure that 
this requirement is met.

After the SDRAM controller is initialized, the DDR itself must be 
initialized. DDR SDRAM devices are initialized by a sequence of 
commands. The initialization process prepares the DDR for reading and 
writing. Not all DDR SDRAM devices require the same initialization 
sequence, so refer to the datasheet of the particular SDRAM used to 
determine the correct sequence.

1 If you are using an EPXA10 device, insert a 50 SD_CLK period 
delay after each issued SDRAM command so that the command 
can complete. EPXA4 and EPXA1 devices insert this delay 
automatically.
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The following steps document the initialization sequence for a typical 
Micron DDR SDRAM device. Steps 1 to 5 must be completed within one 
SDRAM refresh period:

1. Enable the controller by setting the SDRAM enable bit, EN, of 
SDRAM_INIT

2. Issue a pre-charge all command by setting the perform precharge bit, 
PR, of SDRAM_INIT.

3. Issue a load extended mode register command by setting the 
perform load extended mode register bit, LEM, of SDRAM_INIT. This 
causes the SDRAM’s mode register to be loaded with the value that 
has been programmed into SDRAM_MODE1. 

4. Issue a load mode register command by setting the load mode 
register bit, LM, of SDRAM_INIT. This causes the SDRAM’s mode 
register to be loaded with the value that has been programmed into 
SDRAM_MODE0.

5. Issue a pre-charge all command by setting the perform precharge bit, 
PR, of SDRAM_INIT. 

6. Issue two refresh commands, initiating each by setting the perform 
refresh bit, RF, of SDRAM_INIT.

7. AND the previously-written value of SDRAM_MODE0 with ~0x100 
(the DDR reset mask) and rewrite the register.

8. Issue a load mode register command to take the DDR out of reset: set 
LM of SDRAM_INIT. This causes the SDRAM’s mode register to be 
loaded with the value that has been programmed into 
SDRAM_MODE0.

9. Wait a minimum of 200 DDR clock cycles. A software loop can be 
used to ensure that this requirement is met.

1 A delay is frequently required between the DDR SDRAM’s 
DLL reset and the first SDRAM read operation. Refer to the 
initialization section of the SDRAM’s datasheet to see 
whether this applies to the SDRAM you are using.

See Appendix B for example assembly code that initializes the SDRAM 
controller and SDRAM in DDR mode.
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MegaWizard Initialization

The second method of initialization is to use the Quartus II Megawizard 
Plug-In Manager tool to configure the SDRAM controller. The 
Megawizard Plug-In Manager is a graphical interface that allows intuitive 
entry of parameters for megafunctions such as the processor subsystem. 
When the wizard has the information about how the SDRAM controller 
needs to function, compiling the project produces a programming file that 
performs the SDRAM initialization routines automatically. Figure 10 on 
page 16 shows the SDRAM configuration screen in the wizard.

MegaWizard Initialization—Boot-From-Flash Mode

If you elect to boot from flash memory, and use the MegaWizard Plug-In 
to do so, the method for configuring the SDRAM controller is very 
streamlined and straightforward. Using the wizard, you enter the desired 
SDRAM frequency for PLL2 in the clocks section, and the parameters for 
the SDRAM being used into the SDRAM configuration section. 
<project_name>_flash.hex is produced when you compile the project, 
containing the Quartus II bootloader followed by a branch to any user 
software code you have written. The bootloader configures the FPGA and 
the processor subsystem, including the SDRAM controller, with the 
parameters that you specified in the wizard.

You can still use the Quartus II bootloader even if you do not use the 
wizard in the software flow. The utility makeprogfile.exe, which is 
included with Quartus II software, can be used to combine a project’s 
software image, hardware image, and processor subsystem configuration. 
In boot-from-flash mode, the resultant hex file works identically to the 
<project_name>_flash.hex above. The bootloader is inserted before the 
user software to configure the system.

Megawizard Initialization—Boot-From-External Mode

Boot-from-external mode can also be used with the MegaWizard Plug-In; 
however, there are limitations with regard to SDRAM initialization. In 
boot-from-external mode, configuration data is downloaded either 
serially or via JTAG to the configuration master. The configuration master 
interprets this data to configure the processor subsystem, load software 
code to the appropriate location in memory, and to configure the FPGA. 
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The limitation in this mode is that the initialization sequence for the 
SDRAM device must occur within one refresh cycle. To meet the 
requirement, software is used to initialize the SDRAM, because the serial 
communication used in boot-from-external mode is not fast enough. 
SDRAM initialization must be prevented until the rest of the device is 
configured serially or via JTAG, then you must initialize the SDRAM 
controller with software. 

If SDRAM is to be used in a system that utilizes boot-from-external 
configuration, follow the steps below to ensure the SDRAM is initialized 
correctly.

1. In the first screen of the wizard, do not enable the SDRAM pins. 
Leave the SDRAM box unchecked.

2. In the clocks section of the wizard, set up the SDRAM clock 
normally, as you would in boot-from-flash mode.

3. In the memory map section of the wizard, do not map SDRAM0 or 
SDRAM1.

4. Compile the hardware portion of the project normally

5. In the user software code, before attempting to access SDRAM, 
initialize the SDRAM controller by performing the steps outlined in 
“Manual Initialization” on page 23. Refer to Appendix A for an 
example of some assembly code that manually initializes the 
SDRAM controller.

The processor, or any other master on the system bus can now access 
SDRAM. Accesses occur as simple read and write commands on the 
system bus.

Board 
Guidelines

SDRAM layout guidelines differ slightly, depending on the mode you 
select for the SDRAM, either SDR or DDR.

Impedance control, trace length matching, and line termination are the 
most important factors in laying out a PCB for SDRAM, and design 
constraints become more complicated as additional SDRAM devices are 
added to the bus.

Given the high data rate associated with DDR memory, proper PCB 
layout is of utmost importance and should not be dismissed or overlooked 
under any circumstances. A poor layout can result in the SDRAM 
functioning unreliably or failing to operate at all.
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Layout Guidelines for Using SDR SDRAM

The test case used to formulate the SDR layout recommendations in this 
application note uses two 16-bit wide SDRAM devices with the SDRAM 
controller, as shown in Figure 1 on page 7. Stacking multiple narrower 
memories exaggerates the effects outlined here, due to fan out and trace-
routing difficulties. Greater care must be taken with respect to line 
impedance and trace delay when using multiple memory devices 
connected to the same controller. Follow the guidelines below for best 
results:

1. Provide large power (3.3-V) and ground planes for both the 
Excalibur device and the SDRAM devices.

2. Provide adequate decoupling to both the Excalibur device and the 
SDRAM devices.

3. Provide adequate decoupling for the power plane.

4. Ensure that all traces between the SDRAM controller and the 
SDRAM devices are of equal or nearly equal electrical length. (See 
“SD_CLK_N Feedback” on page 28 for details.)

5. Match the impedance of the trace by adding the output impedance 
of the I/O buffer to the correct value of the damping resistor, as 
shown in the following algorithm:

Rout_buff + Rdamp = trace impedance

(See “Impedance Control” on page 29 for details.)

6. Use appropriate series resistors for the SDR memory; see Figure 21 
on page 36 to see this diagrammatically.

f Refer to the schematic diagrams provided with the EPXA10 Development 
Board Hardware Reference Manual for more information about the SDR pins. 

SD_CLK_N Feedback

SD_CLK_N must be connected to SD_DQS[0] in SDR mode to enable data 
reads. The length of this trace is important, because it affects the timing of 
the SDRAM controller’s capture of incoming data. The optimum length of 
the trace can be calculated using the timing parameters of the SDRAM 
controller, SDRAM device, and board delays. However, a length of 
roughly 2 × the length of the trace connecting SD_CLK to the SDRAM 
device(s) has been shown to provide reliable operation at all operating 
speeds.
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Impedance Control

The I/O standard used for SDR SDRAM is standard 3.3-V LVTTL, which 
does not dictate the use of termination and/or series resistors to minimize 
noise. However, higher data rates and better reliability can be achieved 
with the use of damping resistors on the SDRAM lines. Altera has found 
that 50-Ω series resistors placed on all of the SDRAM traces, as shown in 
Figure 16 on page 29, provide ample signal damping.

The damping resistors serve two purposes:

� They help to reduce the effects of ground-bounce on the signal 
integrity by slowing the transition between logic levels slightly, when 
a signal switches

� They help to filter out unwanted reflections that can occur on 
unterminated PCB traces

The damping resistors should be placed as close to the SDRAM controller 
as possible.

Figure 16. Using Damping Resistors on SDRAM

Layout Guidelines for Using DDR SDRAM

The following guidelines are based on Revision 3.0 of the EPXA10 
Development Board, which uses four DDR chips (256 Mbits × 8) running 
at 266 MHz, as shown in Figure 19 on page 34. Although the concepts 
explained here apply to designs using additional SDRAM devices, extra 
diligence should be taken in such cases, because the layout becomes 
significantly more complex.

1. Provide large power (2.5-V) and ground planes for both the 
Excalibur device and the SDRAM devices.

2. Provide a large VTT plane (1.25-V) underneath the DDR memories. 
(See “VTT Plane” on page 36).

ARM-based
SDRAM  Controller SDRAM Device

Place 50-Ω
damping resistor as 
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50-Ω PCB trace
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3. Provide adequate decoupling for the power plane.

4. Ensure that all traces between the SDRAM controller and the 
SDRAM devices are of equal or nearly equal electrical length. (See 
“Trace Length” on page 33 for details.)

5. Follow the SSTL2 guidelines. (See “SSTL2” on page 30 for details.)

6. Use appropriate series resistors for the DDR memory; Figure 21 on 
page 36 shows this diagrammatically.

SSTL2

Stub series-terminated logic for 2.5 V (SSTL2) is a JEDEC standard (JESD8-
9A) that describes two types of termination scheme, Class I and Class II. 
This document specifically describes the Class II  standard, (see Figure 18 
on page 31) to match the devices used in the example. 

SSTL2 is termed as a referenced I/O standard. This means that SSTL2 
inputs do not compare an input voltage to VCC and GND to determine 
whether it is a logic '1' or logic '0' as LVTTL does. SSTL2 inputs compare 
an input voltage to a reference voltage (VREF). Whether the input is a 
higher or lower voltage than VREF determines its logic level. For this 
reason, both the SDRAM controller and DDR SDRAM devices have pins 
to which a VREF must be connected. 

An advantage of referenced I/O standards is that lower signal swings can 
be used without reducing the allowable noise margin. See Figure 17 on 
page 31 for guidelines on creating VREF voltages from existing power 
supplies.

SSTL2 uses a VREF of 1.25 V. In many cases, VREF can be obtained from a 
dedicated VREF output of the voltage regulator being used to generate 
VTT (also 1.25 V). If the voltage regulator does not have a VREF output, 
VREF can also be generated by a simple voltage divider circuit as shown 
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Creating a VREF Voltage for DDR SDRAM

Figure 18 shows an example of SSTL2 Class II termination; the 
termination voltage is referred to as VTT. For SSTL2, VTT is 1.25 V. 
Because VTT is considered a power source, it should be treated as such, 
which includes providing adequate isolation from other power supplies. 
Altera recommends that an appropriate inductor or ferrite bead is used to 
isolate VTT.

Figure 18. SSTL2 Class II Termination

VTT provides source and sink current, so it should be treated as a power 
supply and decoupled as such. It is recommended that a 1µF 0805 
capacitor be added for every 6 connections to VTT. The decoupling 
capacitors should be placed as close to these connections as possible.
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Target Impedance

You are recommended to use a range of capacitors to ensure that the 
target impedance of the plane is met for all frequencies below which most 
of the energy in digital pulses concentrates, as demonstrated by the 
following algorithm:

Fknee = 1/2 Tr

The target impedance is calculated in terms of the percentage of noise that 
the system can tolerate, divided by the current required, as shown below:

Ztarget = (Power supply voltage × Ripple tolerance) / Dynamic current

Figure 19 on page 34 represents the impedance of the VTT plane for this 
board.

Resistor Calculations

For SSTL2 Class II, the series resistors plus the termination resistor equal 
50 Ω, as shown in the following equation:

 (RS = min 25 Ω and RT = min 25 Ω)

The standard recommends using 25 Ω for RS and RT. Depending on your 
board design, the only way you can accurately find the best compromise 
is to simulate the board using Signal integrity software packages. The IBIS 
model for the EPXA10 can be generated using the Quartus II software, and 
the memory can be downloaded from the Altera website, 
www.Altera.com.

Power Dissipation

The following algorithm is used to calculate power dissipation:

Z min
VOH VOL–( )
IOH IOL–( )

---------------------------------=

VTT 0.76 VTT 0.76+( )–+( )

2 15 10
3–××

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 50Ω=

VDDQmax VTTmin–( )2

RS RT+
--------------------------------------------------------

2.7 1.11–( )2

50
------------------------------- 50mW=
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Trace Impedance

All SSTL2 PCB traces should maintain 50-Ω trace impedance, because this 
is the trace impedance for which SSTL is matched. Traces with impedance 
other than 50 Ω adversely affect the performance of the DDR SDRAM.

Many signals in the DDR SDRAM interface, such as address, have a fan-
out greater than one; they need to be routed to every SDRAM device on 
the bus. Maintaining 50-Ω impedance on these types of signal must be 
done very carefully, because splitting a signal, routing it to each device 
and adding an input buffer load creates an impedance mismatch at that 
junction, affecting signal integrity. One way to avoid a mismatch is to run 
one 50-Ω trace near all of the multiple devices, and ‘tap’ off it for each 
device. As long as the tap is kept very short (approximately 1/8 inch or 
less), it has a minimal effect on the main trace's impedance.

Trace Length

Another factor in the pursuit of optimum performance is trace length. The 
goal is to keep the relationship between signals and their capture strobes 
consistent. You can achieve consistency by keeping all traces between two 
devices as equal in length as possible. Refer to Figure 19 on page 34 for 
guidelines on trace length. Each trace labeled “A” should be the same 
electrical length, as should each trace labeled “B” and so on.
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Figure 19. DDR SDRAM Signal Trace Lengths

Figure 20 on page 35 demonstrates the length-matching algorithm.
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Figure 20. Length-Matching

Memory Layout

Figure 21 on page 36 represents the layout between the EPXA10 and the 
series resistors.
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Length matching:  L1 + L2 = L11 + L22
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Figure 21. SDRAM on the EPXA10 Development Board

To maximize the efficiency of the layout, Altera recommends that you use 
the same resistor packs and the same schematic that optimize the 
connection between the resistor packs and the EPXA10, avoiding 
unnecessary crossover.

VTT Plane

The VTT plane must be big enough to cover all the caps around the DDR 
memories, providing a very low inductance path to the current sinked 
from it.

Ensure that the connection between the power suplly providing the VTT 
voltage and the plane are properly connected using multiple vias.
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The VTT plane can be located on either the top or bottom layer, which 
avoids the need for vias to connect the caps to the plane and also avoids 
parasitics (1nH per via).

Board Technology

To maximize the number of layers and the desity of components it is 
advisable, depending on the application, to use micro via technology. 
Using micro via technology, you can fan out the EPXA10 more efficiently 
using the via inside the pad, thereby reducing the number of layers and 
the cost of the board. Siting the via in the capacitor pad also lowers the 
inductance, which means that fewer capacitors are use to provide the 
same target impedance on the power planes.

Revision 
History

Table 3 shows the document revision history.

Table 3. Revision History

Date Description

September 2002 Initial publication
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Appendix A
Assembly Code for SDR

SDRAM Initialization
This appendix gives sample code for initializing SDR SDRAM.

;***************************************************************************
;***************************************************************************
;
;                           sdr_init.s
;
;  This assembly code file demonstrates the setup and initialization of the 
;  ARM-based Excalibur SDRAM controller for use with SDR SDRAM.
;
;  Note that the code in this file is not intended to be efficient nor is
;  it intended to follow proper assembly coding style.  The purpose of the
;  code in this file is for demonstration and clarity of the procedures
;  performed.  Literal values are used in most cases in place of variables
;  to allow easy correlation with register descriptions in the ARM-based 
;  Excalibur Hardware Reference Manual.  The Excalibur Megawizard Plugin
;  for the Quartus II software provides header files that contain much of
;  the information presented here as literal values.
;
;  Copyright (c) Altera Corporation 2001.
;  All rights reserved.
;
;***************************************************************************
;***************************************************************************

EXC_REGISTERS_BASE EQU (0x7fffc000)                     ;-Stripe configuration
                                                        ;  register base

    AREA init, CODE, READONLY

START

;***************************************************************************
;                            Setup PLLs
;
;  The PLL setup section configures PLL1 and PLL2 to run at 125MHz and 
;  100MHz, respectively.  CLK_OUT = ((CLK_REF * (M / N)) / K).  With a 
;  CLK_REF of 50MHz, the values of PLL1 will be set to N=1, M=10, K=4 to 
;  make its output 125MHz.  Similarly, PLL2 will be set to N=1, M=12, M=3.
;  Since we are using SDR SDRAM, PLL2 needs to be setup for twice our 
;  desired SDRAM frequency (See ARM-based Excalibur Hardware Reference 
;  Manual).  After the PLLs are setup, they are both started by writing
;  the recommended value to CTRL, and a logic 1 to the P bit of the 
;  registers CLK_PLL1_CTRL and CLK_PLL2_CTRL.  The bypass bits are cleared
;  for both PLLs, then we wait for them to lock.  The final step is to clear 
;  the "lock change" bits after the PLLs are locked.  Since this is an 
;  expected change in lock status (we just started the PLLs), we dont want 
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;  to take the interrupt that these bits cause.
;
;***************************************************************************

;Load the M, N, and K counters for PLL1 and PLL2.

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x300)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_NCNT
    ldr     r1, =0x40000                            ;-N=1
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_NCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x304)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_MCNT
    ldr     r1, =0x20505                            ;-M=10
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_MCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x308)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_KCNT
    ldr     r1, =0x20101                            ;-K=4
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_KCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x310)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_NCNT
    ldr     r1, =0x40000                            ;-N=1
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_NCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x314)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_MCNT  
    ldr     r1, =0x20606                            ;-M=12
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_MCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x318)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_KCNT 
    ldr     r1, =0x10201                            ;-K=3
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_KCNT

;Set CTRL field in PLL control registers and start the PLLs.  The value written to 
;  CLK_PLLx_CTRL is dependent upon the frequencies involved.

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x30C)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_CTRL
    ldr     r1, =0x01035
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Start PLL1

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x31C)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_CTRL
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Start PLL2

;Clear both PLLs’ bypass bits

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x320)       ;-Load address of CLK_DERIVE
    ldr     r1, =0x10                               ;-Write 0x10 to it
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  to clear bits 12, 13

;Wait for PLLs to lock

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x324)       ;-Load address of CLK_STATUS
PLL_CHECK
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    ldr     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load value of CLK_STATUS
    cmp     r1, #0x3F                               ;-Check low 7 bits are ’1’
    bne     PLL_CHECK                               ;-Loop until they are

;Since the lock change bits just went high, we need to clear them to prevent
;a resulting interrupt.  r0 should still contain the address of CLK_STATUS.

    ldr     r1, =0xC                                ;-Write ’1’s to bits 2, 3
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  of CLK_STATUS

;***************************************************************************
;                Map SDRAM Controller in Memory Space
;
;  In this section, SDRAM0 and SDRAM1 are mapped into memory space.  
;  
;***************************************************************************

SETUP_MEM_MAP

MAP_SDRAM0
    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0xB0)        ;-Map SDRAM0
    ldr     r1, =0x00000D03                         ;  by loading register
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  MMAP_SDRAM0

MAP_SDRAM1
    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0xB4)        ;-Map SDRAM1
    ldr     r1, =0x10000D03                         ;  by loading register
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  MMAP_SDRAM1

;***************************************************************************
;                       Setup SDRAM Stripe IO
;
;  For the SDRAM controller to be able to communicate with SDRAM, its I/O 
;  pins must be enabled.  Here they are enabled as LVTTL, fast slew rate, 
;  and for Stripe use.
;***************************************************************************

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x40)        ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x7                                ;  IOCR_SDRAM
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  Fast slew rate, LVTTL,
                                                    ;   Stripe use

;***************************************************************************
;                        Setup SDRAM Controller
;
;  This section configures the SDRAM controller for SDR SDRAM.  
;  Specifically, the SDRAM controller is setup to interface with a Crucial 
;  CT16M72S4D75.9T 128MB DIMM.  First we wait to assure that PLL2 has been 
;  locked for 100us.  At this point we load the registers SDRAM_TIMING1, 
;  SDRAM_TIMING2, SDRAM_CONFIG, SDRAM_REFRESH, SDRAM_ADDR, and SDRAM_MODE0.
;  These registers configure how the SDRAM controller will interface with 
;  the SDRAM devices.  Descriptions of these registers can be found in the 
;  ARM-based Excalibur Hardware Reference Manual.
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;
;***************************************************************************

;We must wait 100us after PLL2 is locked.

    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1_COUNT
    ldr     r9, =12500
    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 12500 AHB1 cycles
                                                    ;  (100us)

LOAD_SDRAM_REGS

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x400)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x4A92                             ;  SDRAM_TIMING1
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  RCD=2, RAS=5, RRD=2,
                                                    ;  RP=2, WR=2

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x404)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x7BB8                             ;  SDRAM_TIMING2
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  RC=7, CL=3, BL=8, 
;  RFC=7

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x408)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x0                                ;  SDRAM_CONFIG
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  Type=SDR

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x40C)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x5DC                              ;  SDRAM_REFRESH
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  Refresh=15us

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x410)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0xCA80                             ;  SDRAM_ADDR
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  ROW=12, COL=10

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x420)       ;-Load register
    ldr     r1, =0x033                              ;  SDRAM_MODE0
    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  CAS=3, sequential,
                                                    ;  burst length=8

;Register SDRAM_MODE1 is not used in SDR mode

;***************************************************************************
;                           Turn on Cache
;
;  This section reads register 1 of the MMU, turns on the instruction cache 
;  enable and round robin bits, then writes it back.  Then the SDRAM 
;  initialization routine and the wait routine are both locked into cache 
;  to guarantee the SDRAM initialization routine is executed within
;  one refresh cycle.
;
;***************************************************************************

    adr r1,CACHE_THIS_CODE_START                    ;-Load begin of SDRAM
                                                    ;  init code
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    adr r2,CACHE_THIS_CODE_END                      ;-Load end of SDRAM
                                                    ;  init code
    adr r3,CACHE_THIS_CODE2_START                   ;-Load begin of SDRAM
                                                    ;  init wait function
    adr r4,CACHE_THIS_CODE2_END                     ;-Load end of SDRAM
                                                    ;  init wait function

;          CP# Cop1 Rd  CRn CRm Cop2                ;-Operands of MCR inst.
   mrc      p15, 0, r0, c1, c0, 0                   ;-Read register 1 of MMU
   ldr      r1, =0x1000
   ldr      r2, =0x4000
   orr      r1, r1, r2                              ;-Set bits 12 and 14
   orr      r0, r0, r1
   mcr      p15, 0, r0, c1, c0, 0                   ;-Write back register 1

SDR_Load_Cache                                      ;-Lock SDRAM init code
    mcr p15,0,r1,c7,c13,1                           ;  into instruction cache
    add r1,r1,#8
    cmp r1,r2
    ble SDR_Load_Cache

SDR_Load_Cache2                                     ;-Lock SDRAM wait
    mcr p15,0,r3,c7,c13,1                           ;  function into
    add r3,r3,#8                                    ;  instruction cache
    cmp r3,r4
    ble SDR_Load_Cache2

;***************************************************************************
;                          Initialize SDRAM
;
;  The SDRAM has now been configured so now the SDRAM device attached 
;  externally to the SDRAM controller must be initialized.  However, the 
;  initialization process must complete within one refresh cycle.  For this 
;  reason, we want the initialization code to run as fast as possible.  To 
;  accomplish this, we lock the SDRAM initialization code into instruction 
;  cache.  After the code is locked in cache, the following initialization 
;  commands are issued to prepare SDRAM for reading and writing:
;
;  -- Enable SDRAM controller
;  -- Issue Precharge command
;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles (63 AHB1 cycles if SDRAM=100MHz and AHB1=125MHz)
;  --  *Note that the 50 cycle delay is only neccessary for XA10
;  --   XA4 and XA1 do not require a delay between SDRAM commands
;  --   Additionally, the delays in this example are determined by
;  --   the clock frequencies involved.  If different clock frequencies
;  --   are used, delays will have to be re-calculated.
;  -- Issue Refresh command
;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles
;  -- Issue 2nd Refresh command
;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles
;  -- Issue Load Mode command to load SDRAM_MODE0 into SDRAM device.
;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles
;
;  Following this sequence, the SDRAM will be ready for reading and writing.
;
;***************************************************************************
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INIT_SDRAM

;Load bit masks for register SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r2, =0x8000                             ;-Enable bit mask
    ldr     r3, =0xC000                             ;-Precharge bit mask
    ldr     r4, =0x8800                             ;-Refresh bit mask
    ldr     r5, =0xA000                             ;-Load Mode bit mask
    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1-COUNT

CACHE_THIS_CODE_START

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x41C)       ;-Enable SDRAM controller
    ldr     r1, [r0]                                ;  by setting enable bit of
    orr     r1, r1, r2                              ;  SDRAM_INIT
    str     r1, [r0]

    str     r3, [r0]                                ;-Issue Precharge cmd
                                                    ;  by setting Precharge
                                                    ;  bit of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =63
    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 63 AHB1 cycles

    str     r4, [r0]                                ;-Issue Refresh command
                                                    ;  by setting Refresh bit
                                                    ;  of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =63
    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 63 AHB1 cycles

    str     r4, [r0]                                ;-Issue Refresh command
                                                    ;  by setting Refresh bit
                                                    ;  of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =63
    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 63 AHB1 cycles

    str     r5, [r0]                                ;-Issue Load Mode cmd
                                                    ;  by setting Load Mode
                                                    ;  bit of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =63
    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 63 AHB1 cycles

CACHE_THIS_CODE_END
                                                    ;-SDRAM is now ready for
                                                    ;  reading and writing.

END_LOOP
    b END_LOOP                                      ;-Infinite loop to halt
    ;  execution.
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;***************************************************************************
;                            WAIT_FUNCTION
;
;  This function waits for a specified number of AHB1 cycles by reading the 
;  register AHB1_COUNT.
;
;  r9 - Parameter that contains number of AHB1 cycles to wait
;
;***************************************************************************

CACHE_THIS_CODE2_START

WAIT_FUNCTION
    ldr     r7, [r6]                                ;-Load value of AHB1_COUNT
    add     r7, r7, r9                              ;-r9 contains cycles to wait
                                                    ;  Load r7 with terminal count
WAIT_LOOP
    ldr     r8, [r6]                                ;-Load value of AHB1_COUNT
    cmp     r7, r8                                  ;-Compare to terminal count
    bhi     WAIT_LOOP                               ;-Loop until we get there

    mov     pc, lr                                  ;-Return from function

CACHE_THIS_CODE2_END

;***************************************************************************
;                       End of assembly source file
;***************************************************************************
    END
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Appendix B
Assembly Code for DDR

SDRAM Initialization
This appendix gives sample code for initializing DDR SDRAM.

;***************************************************************************

;***************************************************************************

;

;                           ddr_init.s

;

;  This assembly code file demonstrates the setup and initialization of the 

;  ARM-based Excalibur SDRAM controller for use with DDR SDRAM.

;

;  Note that the code in this file is not intended to be efficient nor is

;  it intended to follow proper assembly coding style.  The purpose of the

;  code in this file is for demonstration and clarity of the procedures

;  performed.  Literal values are used in most cases in place of variables

;  to allow easy correlation with register descriptions in the ARM-based 

;  Excalibur Hardware Reference Manual.  The Excalibur Megawizard Plugin

;  for the Quartus II software provides header files that contain much of

;  the information presented here as literal values.

;

;  Copyright (c) Altera Corporation 2001.

;  All rights reserved.

;

;***************************************************************************

;***************************************************************************

GET excalibur.s

EXPORT Manual_DDR_init

    AREA |C$$Code|, CODE, READONLY

Manual_DDR_init

; Save the link register in r12, as we’ll be using bl

mov r12, lr
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;***************************************************************************

;                            Setup PLLs

;

;  The PLL setup section configures both PLL1 and PLL2 to run at 125MHz. This

;  gives a DDR operating frequency of 250 MHz.

;  CLK_OUT = ((CLK_REF * (M / N)) / K).  With a CLK_REF of 50MHz, the values 

;  of PLL1 and PLL2 will be set to N=1, M=10, K=2 to make their outputs 125MHz.

;  After the PLLs are set up, they are both started by writing

;  the recommended value to CTRL, and a logic 1 to the P bit of the 

;  registers CLK_PLL1_CTRL and CLK_PLL2_CTRL.  The bypass bits are cleared

;  for both PLLs, then we wait for them to lock.  The final step is to clear 

;  the "lock change" bits after the PLLs are locked.  Since this is an 

;  expected change in lock status (we just started the PLLs), we dont want 

;  to take the interrupt that these bits cause.

;

;***************************************************************************

; Load the M, N, and K counters for PLL1 and PLL2.

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x300)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_NCNT

    ldr     r1, =0x40000                            ;-N=1

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_NCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x304)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_MCNT

    ldr     r1, =0x20505                            ;-M=10

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_MCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x308)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_KCNT

    ldr     r1, =0x20101                            ;-K=2

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL1_KCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x310)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_NCNT

    ldr     r1, =0x40000                            ;-N=1

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_NCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x314)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_MCNT  

    ldr     r1, =0x20505                            ;-M=10

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_MCNT

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x318)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_KCNT 

    ldr     r1, =0x20101                            ;-K=2

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load CLK_PLL2_KCNT
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; Set CTRL field in PLL control registers and start the PLLs.  The value written to 

;  CLK_PLLx_CTRL is dependent upon the frequencies involved.

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x30C)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL1_CTRL

    ldr     r1, =0x01035

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Start PLL1

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x31C)       ;-Load address of CLK_PLL2_CTRL

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;-Start PLL2

; Clear both PLLs’ bypass bits

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x320)       ;-Load address of CLK_DERIVE

    ldr     r1, =0x10                               ;-Write 0x10 to it

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  to clear bits 12, 13

; Wait for PLLs to lock

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x324)       ;-Load address of CLK_STATUS

PLL_CHECK

    ldr     r1, [r0]                                ;-Load value of CLK_STATUS

    cmp     r1, #0x3F                               ;-Check low 7 bits are ’1’

    bne     PLL_CHECK                               ;-Loop until they are

; Since the lock change bits just went high, we need to clear them to prevent

; a resulting interrupt.  r0 should still contain the address of CLK_STATUS.

    ldr     r1, =0xC                                ;-Write ’1’s to bits 2, 3

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  of CLK_STATUS

;***************************************************************************

;                Map SDRAM Controller in Memory Space

;

;  In this section, SDRAM0 and SDRAM1 are mapped into memory space.  

;  

;***************************************************************************

MAP_SDRAM0

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0xB0)        ;-Map SDRAM0

    ldr     r1, =0x10000C81                         ;  64 Mbytes
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    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  at 0x10000000

;***************************************************************************

;                       Setup SDRAM Stripe IO

;

;  For the SDRAM controller to be able to communicate with DDR, its I/O 

;  pins must be enabled.  Here they are enabled as SSTL-2, fast slew rate, 

;  and for Stripe use.

;***************************************************************************

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x40)        ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x47                               ; IOCR_SDRAM

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; Fast slew rate, SSTL-2,

                                                    ; Stripe use

;***************************************************************************

;                        Setup SDRAM Controller

;

;  This section configures the SDRAM controller for DDR SDRAM.  

;  Specifically, the SDRAM controller is setup to interface with a Micron 

;  MT46V16M8 64 MByte SDRAM.  First we wait to assure that PLL2 has been 

;  locked for 200us.  At this point we load the registers SDRAM_TIMING1, 

;  SDRAM_TIMING2, SDRAM_CONFIG, SDRAM_REFRESH, SDRAM_ADDR, SDRAM_MODE0, and 

;  SDRAM_MODE1.  These registers configure how the SDRAM controller will 

;  interface with the DDR devices.  Descriptions of these registers can be

;  found in the ARM-based Excalibur Hardware Reference Manual.

;

;***************************************************************************

;We must wait 200us after PLL2 is locked.

    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1_COUNT

    ldr     r9, =25000

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 25000 AHB1 cycles

                                                    ; (200us @ 125 MHz)

LOAD_SDRAM_REGS

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x400)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x8EE3                             ; SDRAM_TIMING1

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; RCD=3, RAS=6, RRD=2,

                                                    ; RP=3, WR=2

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x404)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0xA9D0                             ; SDRAM_TIMING2
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    str     r1, [r0]                                ; RC=9, CL=2.5, BL=8, RFC=9

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x408)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x8000                             ; SDRAM_CONFIG

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; Type=DDR

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x40C)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x4E2                              ; SDRAM_REFRESH

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; 1250 clock cycles

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x410)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0xCA80                             ; SDRAM_ADDR

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; ROW=12, COL=10

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x420)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x163                              ; SDRAM_MODE0

    str     r1, [r0]                                ; CAS=2.5, Reset DLL,

                                                    ;  burst length=8

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x424)       ;-Load register

    ldr     r1, =0x0                                ;  Mode 1, enable PLL

    str     r1, [r0]                                ;  

;We must wait for a further 100us.

    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1_COUNT

    ldr     r9, =12500

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 12500 AHB1 cycles

                                                    ;  (100us @ 125 MHz)

;***************************************************************************

;                           Turn on Cache

;

;  This section reads register 1 of the MMU, turns on the instruction cache 

;  enable and round robin bits, then writes it back.  Then the DDR 

;  initialization routine and the wait routine are both locked into cache 

;  to guarantee the DDR initialization routine is executed within

;  one refresh cycle.

;

;***************************************************************************

    adr r1,CACHE_THIS_CODE_START                    ;-Load begin of SDRAM

                                                    ;  init code

    adr r2,CACHE_THIS_CODE_END                      ;-Load end of SDRAM
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                                                    ;  init code

    adr r3,CACHE_THIS_CODE2_START                   ;-Load begin of SDRAM

                                                    ;  init wait function

    adr r4,CACHE_THIS_CODE2_END                     ;-Load end of SDRAM

                                                    ;  init wait function

SDRAM_Load_Code

mcr  p15, 0,r1,c7,c13,1

add r1, r1,#32

cmp r1, r2

ble SDRAM_Load_Code

SDRAM_Load_Code2

mcr p15, 0,r3,c7,c13,1

add r3, r3,#32

cmp r3, r4

ble SDRAM_Load_Code2

;***************************************************************************

;                          Initialize SDRAM

;

;  Now the SDRAM controller has been configured the DDR device(s) attached 

;  externally to the SDRAM controller must be initialized.  However, the 

;  initialization process must complete within one refresh cycle.  For this 

;  reason, we want the initialization code to run as fast as possible.  To 

;  accomplish this, we lock the SDRAM initialization code into instruction 

;  cache.  After the code is locked in cache, the following initialization 

;  commands are issued to prepare SDRAM for reading and writing:

;

;  -- Enable SDRAM controller

;  -- Issue Precharge command

;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles (50 AHB1 cycles if SDRAM=125MHz and AHB1=125MHz)

;  --  *Note that the 50 cycle delay is only neccessary for XA10

;  --   XA4 and XA1 do not require a delay between SDRAM commands

;  --   Additionally, the delays in this example are determined by

;  --   the clock frequencies involved.  If different clock frequencies

;  --   are used, delays will have to be re-calculated.

;  -- Issue Refresh command

;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles

;  -- Issue 2nd Refresh command

;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles

;  -- Clear ’Reset DLL’ bit in SDRAM controller Mode 0 register
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;  -- Issue Load Mode command to load DDR Mode 0 into the DDR device.

;  -- Wait 50 SDRAM cycles

;  -- Wait 200 DDR clock cycles

;  Following this sequence, the DDR will be ready for reading and writing.

;

;***************************************************************************

INIT_SDRAM

;Load bit masks for register SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r2, =0x8000                             ;-Enable bit mask

    ldr     r3, =0xC000                             ;-Precharge bit mask

    ldr     r4, =0x8800                             ;-Refresh bit mask

    ldr     r5, =0xA000                             ;-Load Mode bit mask

    ldr     r10, =0x9000                            ;-Load Ext. Mode bit mask

    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1-COUNT

CACHE_THIS_CODE_START

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x41C)       ;-Enable SDRAM controller

    ldr     r1, [r0]                                ; by setting enable bit of

    orr     r1, r1, r2                              ; SDRAM_INIT

    str     r1, [r0]

    str     r3, [r0]                                ;-Issue Precharge cmd

                                                    ; by setting Precharge

                                                    ; bit of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    str     r10, [r0]                               ;-Issue Load Ext Mode cmd

                                                    ; by setting LEM bit

                                                    ; of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    str     r5, [r0]                                ;-Issue Load Mode command

                                                    ; by setting LM bit

                                                    ; of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    str     r3, [r0]                                ;-Issue Precharge cmd
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                                                    ; by setting Precharge

                                                    ; bit of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    str     r4, [r0]                                ;-Issue Refresh command

                                                    ; by setting Refresh bit

                                                    ; of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    str     r4, [r0]                                ;-Issue Refresh command

                                                    ; by setting Refresh bit

                                                    ; of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x420)       ; SDRAM_MODE0

    ldr     r1, =0x63                               ; Take the DLL out of reset

    str     r1, [r0]

    ldr     r0, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x41C)

    str     r5, [r0]                                ;-Issue Load Mode command

                                                    ;  by setting LM bit

                                                    ;  of SDRAM_INIT

    ldr     r9, =50

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 50 AHB1 cycles

CACHE_THIS_CODE_END

                                                    ;-SDRAM is now ready for

                                                    ;  reading and writing.

; Finally, wait a further 200 DDR clock cycles

    ldr     r6, =(EXC_REGISTERS_BASE + 0x328)       ;-Load address of AHB1_COUNT

    ldr     r9, =200

    bl      WAIT_FUNCTION                           ;-Wait for 200 AHB1 cycles

mov pc, r12 ; Return to caller

;***************************************************************************

;                            WAIT_FUNCTION

;

;  This function waits for a specified number of AHB1 cycles by reading the 

;  register AHB1_COUNT.
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;

;  r9 - Parameter that contains number of AHB1 cycles to wait

;

;***************************************************************************

CACHE_THIS_CODE2_START

WAIT_FUNCTION

    ldr     r7, [r6]                                ;-Load value of AHB1_COUNT

    add     r7, r7, r9                              ;-r9 contains cycles to wait

                                                    ;  Load r7 with terminal count

WAIT_LOOP

    ldr     r8, [r6]                                ;-Load value of AHB1_COUNT

    cmp     r7, r8                                  ;-Compare to terminal count

    bhi     WAIT_LOOP                               ;-Loop until we get there

    mov     pc, lr                                  ;-Return from function

CACHE_THIS_CODE2_END

;***************************************************************************

;                       End of assembly source file

;***************************************************************************

    END
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